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Introduction
Questions regarding vacation are the most asked out of any article in the Collective Agreement.

CUPE hopes to help answer some of these questions with this presentation. There are so many different 
vacation scenarios and issues that they are not all captured here. If you have a situation that isn’t 
presented, please let us know so that we can look into it. 

When you discuss vacation issues with your Manager please pull out your CUPE Collective Agreement. 
There have been a number of times when we’ve had them quote the MNU or MAHCP agreements, CUPE 
agreements from other facilities and our own CUPE agreements that are from the past and no longer in 
use. Besides these other agreements, a couple of Managers have pulled out the “CUPE Provincial 
Vacation Interpretation” paper and have shown it to their staff stating that it was the CUPE agreement. 
This paper was authored by the Provincial Human Resources Leadership Council (PHRLC) and is not a 
paper agreed to by CUPE. CUPE was not a party in any way to the writing of these interpretations. This 
paper is an attempt by the province to standardize the interpretation of our common Collective 
Agreement language throughout the facilities that bargain with the CUPE Provincial Health Care Council 
(PHCC). It does not take into account the uniqueness of every CUPE local and facility, past practice or any 
other individual situations.

The Collective Agreement can be viewed and/or downloaded from our website at: 
https://5362.cupe.ca/resources/ccmbs-collective-agreement/ . If you wish to have a paper copy 
provided to you, please let one of our Local Executive Members know or email 
cupe5362president@gmail.com and we’ll get one to you.



Definitions
Calendar Week: A calendar week is 7 days. It does not necessarily start on any specific day, but it does go 
for 7 consecutive days. 
- We often refer to vacation as being a “5 day block” due to the majority of our workers being Monday-
Friday shifts and only a very few including weekends. When we talk of 5 day blocks, we are talking to a 7 
day block, including the Saturday and Sunday. 

EFT: Equivalent to Full-Time. A full-time (FT) employee has a 1.0 EFT, or 100%. Bi-weekly, this employee 
works either 77.5 hrs (7.75 hr day) or 75 hrs (7.5 hr day). A 0.5 EFT or 50% would be guaranteed 38.75 or 
37.5 hours every pay period.

FT: Full-time employee – any employee who works guaranteed 77.5 or 75 hours by-weekly.

PT: Part-time employee – any employee who works a guaranteed EFT, such as a 0.2 through 0.9 EFT. All 
PT employees must be given the option to pick up extra shifts (straight time) before casuals and before 
OT is offered. A PT employee is not expected to have to work extra hours above their actual EFT.

Casual: Any employee who does “own” either as a permanent or a temporary position with guaranteed 
hours. They are to be offered hours only after all qualified part-time employees have been offered extra 
hours but to not go above FT hours. Casuals are not to be “automatically” given shifts. They are 
supposed to submit availability and be offered any shifts only after the PT employees have been offered. 
Casuals do not submit vacation requests, they simply list themselves as “unavailable”. 



Determining the Number of Staff 
off on Vacation at one Time

 On the basis of legitimate operational requirements, 
management shall determine the number of CUPE 

employees who may be permitted vacation at any given 
time.

NOTE: Legitimate operation requirements is an area that there are often discussion and 
disagreement. 

Legitimate means to be real, fair or reasonable and must be able to show or affirm to be justified 
or have merit.

This means that a Manager has to have sound reasoning as to how they choose how many 
people can be away at a time. If they decide to lower the number of employees that may be on 
vacation at one time they have to be able to justify that with sound reasons.



Determining the Number of Staff 
off on Vacation at one Time

 All 52 weeks of the year are 
available for the scheduling of 

vacation.



Determining the Number of Staff 
off on Vacation at one Time
 Determining how many employees 

can be away at any one time is 
based on the total vacation 

entitlement weeks of the unit 
divided by 52 weeks and 

anticipated unit workload.



Vacation Entitlement
 The length of vacation time off is determined by the 

employee’s length of employment.

 An Employee who has completed 11 years of services is 
entitled to 5 calendar weeks vacation.

 The employee accrues at the 5 week rate in their tenth year 
to be taken in the 11th year.

 This method of vacation increase includes the increases 
from 3 to 4 calendar and 5 to 6 calendar weeks. The accrual 

is in the 3rd and 20th years to be taken in the 4th and 21st

years.



Vacation Usage
 An employee must use current annual vacation, 

(which was accrued during the previous vacation 
year), during the current vacation year.

NOTE: The employer seldom allows for vacation “carry-over”. 
When they do it is usually for special circumstances and only 
when the carry-over will happen very early in the new vacation 
year.

NOTE: The employer no longer allows for vacation to be 
“borrowed” from the coming year. 



Vacation Usage
 Vacation must be taken in time off and will 

not normally be paid out.

Note: The employer believes that all employees need 
to be away from the workplace to rest. When 
employees don’t take this rest there is often an 
increase of sick time usage and injury.



Accruing Vacation
 In accordance with the provisions of Article 1602, 

a full-time employee who has completed less 
than one year’s continuous employment, may 
access an unpaid leave of absence to complete 

any partial week(s) of vacation.

NOTE: Any f-t employee deciding to use this unpaid time 
will not earn benefits, income protection or vacation 
during this time that they take unpaid. They may be 
short a few hours in the next vacation year to have a full 
3 weeks paid.



Accruing Vacation Pay

 Actual hours worked during the period of 
vacation accrual will determine what portion 

of the week(s) of vacation will be paid.

 If an employee increases their EFT although 
their vacation entitlement stays the same they 
may not have accrued enough vacation pay to 

be paid for their full EFT while on vacation.



Vacation Entitlement

 Article 1606: The Employer will post a 
projected vacation entitlement list not later 
than 2 months prior to the vacation cut-off 
date as per 1601. Employees shall indicate 

their preferences as to dates within 30 
calendar days of posting the projected 

entitlement list.



Vacation Entitlement
So What does this mean?

 In the 2nd paragraph of Article 1601, it states 
“The vacation year shall be from the 1st day of 
May in the one year to the 30th day of April the 

next year.”

 This statement indicates that the vacation cut-
off date is April 30th. 



Vacation Entitlement
 So following Article 1606 the Employer will 
post the projected vacation entitlement list not 
later than March 1st (2 months prior to the cut-

off).

 Article 1606 also indicates from the posting 
date, the Employees have 30 days to indicate 

their preferences, which is March 31st. 



Vacation Entitlement
 The manager shall be responsible for 

posting the vacation entitlement lists, along 
with a list of the number of employees per 
unit that may be scheduled for vacation at 

one time, in an accessible location by 
March 1st of each year. 



Vacation Entitlement
 The vacation entitlement lists shall reflect each 

employee’s projected vacation entitlement as 
at April 30th of that year.

NOTE: As the vacation planning occurs prior to the end of the 
vacation year, entitlements can only be listed for the 1st 3 
quarters of the year. In May the corrected lists will be posted 
showing any changes that occurred during the months of 
February to April. 



Vacation Entitlement

 Article 1607 indicates that the Employer 
will post an approved vacation schedule a 

minimum of 1 week prior to the 
commencement of the vacation year which 

is May 1st. 



Vacation Selection

 There are 2 primary vacation 
selection periods



Vacation Selection

Period # 1
March 1st to March 31st

 Employees shall have the opportunity to 
express their preference as to vacation dates 

up to April 1st of each year.



Vacation Selection
Period # 1

March 1st to March 31st

 All employees have up to March 31st to pick their vacation 
including the most senior.

 If a Manager requests vacation to be submitted prior to March 
31st, any body can change their minds or with-hold this choice until 

March 31st. 

 If an employee is transferred in from a different department prior 
to March 31st, they shall be entitled to use their seniority to plan 

their vacation in the new department.



Vacation Selection

 Prior to April 1st, seniority is the governing 
factor in the selection of vacation time off.

 An employee is entitled to book all of their 
available vacation credits (in week blocks) 

before the next most senior employee 
exercises their choice.



Vacation Selection
When choosing vacation, employees must 

indicate their week long blocks first.

 Once all CUPE employees on that vacation 
schedule have chosen their vacation blocks, 
single days shall be scheduled in seniority 

order.



Vacation Selection
 Senior people must wait until all employees have 

been allowed to take their vacation in blocks before 
single day picking commences.

 This is so that even junior people might be able to 
receive a full week in summer to plan activities.

 There have been problems under past collective 
agreements and facilities where senior employees 

took certain days and no other were then allowed to 
take full weeks.



Vacation Selection
Example –Single days without choice of block first:

- There are 50 people on the unit and only 5 are allowed away at a time. Out 
of these 50 people, 10 employees at the top of seniority receive 6 weeks of 
vacation (30 paid days if they are full-time). 

- These 10 employees could decide that they want to take Mondays and 
Fridays off during the months of July and August. That is 8 weeks x 2 days 
=16 days of their vacation. (They still have 14 vacation days + 2 stat days). 

- For the entire 2 months of July and August, there are no complete weeks 
for any other employee to take a week for a get away vacation, spend with 
the family etc. because all of the Mondays and Fridays have been taken.

- Essentially, 10 people took over the full summer and 40 other employees 
have to scramble in non-prime time periods.



Vacation Selection
 The manager shall give consideration to 
seniority, employee preference and individual 

circumstances when approving vacation 
requests.

 Only in unusual circumstances will seniority not 
be the determining factor when awarding 

vacation, for both the blocks and single day 
periods.



Vacation Selection
 The approved vacation schedule will be 
posted no later than 1 week prior to May 1st

(approx. April 24th), which is the 
commencement of the vacation year as set 

out in 1601.



Vacation Selection

Period # 2
April 1st to November 15th

 1608: “Employees shall be given the 
opportunity to request remaining 

unscheduled vacation entitlement by 
November 15th of each year on a first come 

first served basis.



Vacation Selection
 The employer shall post a notice, no later 

than November 1st of each year, in a 
prominent area (s) in each facility/worksite 

indicating the need for employees to request 
the scheduling of their remaining vacation.



Vacation Selection
 An employee who indicates his/her choice of 

vacation in the April 1st to November 15th

period shall not have preference in the 
choice of vacation time, where other 

employees have already indicated their 
preference in the selection period prior to 

March 1st regardless of seniority.



Vacation Selection
 Any vacation entitlement not requested by 

November 15th may, at the discretion of the 
Employer, be scheduled by the Employer 

prior to the end of the current vacation year.



Vacation Selection
 The exception is the three saved vacation 
days for personal use. They do not have to be 

scheduled or used prior to April 30th.

 These days are to be used prior to April 30th

of the current vacation year.



Vacation Blocks
 1601: “Unless otherwise agreed by the 
Employer and the Employee, the Employer 

will provide for vacation days to be taken on 
a consecutive basis, recognizing that 7 

calendar days equals 1 week of vacation”. 



Vacation Blocks
CancerCare Manitoba has a very long history of 

allowing for single day vacation once all 
affected employees have been able to choose 

their 7 day blocks in the 1st vacation scheduling 
period.



Vacation Blocks
 1613: “Upon request, an employee may be 

permitted to retain up to 3 days of her 
regular vacation…”

 ….Should an employee elect to retain 
vacation days 1 week (7 calendar days) of 

vacation shall be reduced by the number of 
days retained.



Vacation Blocks

 If these 4 days are requested as a block, they 
may be scheduled with the rest of her 

vacation blocks.

NOTE: These 4 days are not classified as “single day” 
when they are requested together as a “block” of days.



Vacation Blocks
 1601: “The employee shall have the right to 

indicate which day of the week her/his 
vacation begins. 



Vacation Blocks
Example of a 7 day vacation block

M T W Th F S S M T W Th F S S

PP 1 D D D D D D D D D D

PP 2 D D D D D D D D D D

PP3 D D D D D D D D D D

PP 4 D D D D D D D D D D

Above you can see how the 7 day block is not necessarily chosen on the 1st

day of a stretch of shifts or on the first shift of the week or pay period. 
Unpaid days off, such as weekends are included in the block of 7 days.



Vacation Blocks
 A vacation block does not have to be from 

Monday to Friday. You may decide to start 
your vacation on Wednesday and return the 

following Tuesday.



Vacation Blocks
 If a Recognized Holiday falls within the period 

covered by a vacation request, the Recognized 
Holiday is banked or may be added to the vacation. 

By adding this holiday to the vacation, it cannot 
prevent the next senior person from taking vacation 

on that day. It is to be treated as a “single day”. 

 If the employee requests to bank this Recognized 
Holiday, it shall be banked rather than having it 

tacked on to the vacation.



Vacation Blocks
 If a Recognized Holiday occurs during the week 

of a part-time employee’s vacation block and 
this employee would normally not be paid if not 
working this day, a vacation day does not have 

to be used on this day.

(eg. P-T 0.8 EFT works M-Th. Stat is on Mon but 
employee normally does not get paid on the stat, 
so does not have to use a vacation to day to make 
up for this stat. It will count as a regular stat day 

off).



Vacation Blocks
 If an employee chooses a block of vacation 

that has less or more shifts than their EFT, 
the employer/employee has no ability to 
move shifts into or out of that week to 

maintain the exact EFT.



Illness during Vacation
 If an employee is hospitalized during their 

vacation, the employee may utilize income 
protection credits to cover the hospitalization 

period.

 Proof of such hospitalization shall be provided if 
requested.

 The period of time during which the employee 
was hospitalized shall be rescheduled.



Vacation Blocks
 Only when hospitalized can a period of vacation 

be rescheduled due to illness.

 If an employee becomes ill or injured prior to 
the start of their vacation, they may cancel their 

vacation and take it at time mutually agreed 
upon between the employee and the manager.

 This also applies to those employees 
commencing a return to work program.



Vacation Blocks
 An employee on vacation who experiences a 

loss under Article 1811: Bereavement, will not 
be allowed to change this vacation to 

bereavement leave or extend the vacation by 
the same amount of time normally allowed for 

bereavement leave. 

 If the death occurs at the end of vacation and 
the bereavement period extends past vacation, 
please contact your manager and CUPE to help 

you during this time.



Vacation Pay
 A full-time employee who has accrued at a full-

time rate in the previous year will get paid 
38.75(7.75 hr days) or 37.5 (7.5 hr days) hours 
per week regardless of the number of shifts in 

the seven day block. 

 The exception to this will be during a year when 
there is a vacation entitlement increase based 

on length of service/hire date (i.e. from 3-4 
weeks etc.) This pro-rated time will be added to 

that year’s vacation.



Vacation Pay
Example: 

If you were hired in May and are now commencing 
your 4th year of employment your vacation 

entitlement will increase. As you started at the 
beginning of the vacation year you will receive the 

whole week (possibly minus an hour or two 
depending on when in May you were hired). 

If you started in November (the half year point) 
then you will only receive 2.5 days extra as it is pro-

rated based on hire date.



Vacation Pay
 If any block is shortened due to single day or 

saved days, those days will be not be paid 
during the blocked time and will be paid 

when used elsewhere.

 This means that the saved days will be paid 
when used and the remaining days will be 

used during a blocked time.



Vacation Pay
 1614: “An employee’s accrued vacation pay 

shall be apportioned equitably over the 
employee’s full annual vacation entitlement, 
except as provided in 1613 i.e. three saved 

days” or when single days are used.



Vacation Pay
 Article 1603 lays out vacation entitlement for 

years of service.

 This entitlement is given in week increments 
dependant on years of service for time off. 

This is how many days an employee is 
allowed to have off, regardless of being paid 

or not. 



Vacation Pay

 Vacation Pay is how many days will be paid.

 These paid days are to be paid equitably over 
the full entitlement of time off. (ie – not the 

full entitlement paid over only half of the 
entitled time off).



Vacation Pay
 Article 3203 applies to part-time employees.

 PT employees earn paid vacation on a pro-rata basis.

 Vacation entitlement will be based on years of 
service. (The same as full-time employees in Article 

1603).

 Additional vacation pay must be equitably paid out 
over the whole of the entitlement period. Extra days 

off will not be given. 



Vacation Pay
 Example:  If a P-T 0.5 EFT employee has earned 10 days of 

pay and 4 full weeks (7 days including weekends) of 
entitlement, these 10 paid days shall be equitably spread 
over the 4 weeks, regardless of the type of rotation that 

the employee works. 

 If this same employee picks up shifts there will be 
additional vacation pay. These extra days will be equitably 

distributed among the 4 weeks of vacation entitlement.  

 This employee will not receive a 5th week off. Nor can 
more than a FT EFT of vacation be accrued.



Vacation Pay
 Example: 0.5 EFT employee  with 4 weeks of 

vacation entitlement with 10 days of paid 
time.

This employee has 10 days of vacation to be paid out over 4 weeks.

10 days ÷ 4 weeks = 2.5 paid days of vacation per week.

D Regular Shift

D Pd Vac

D Un-paid Vac

S1 S1 M1 T1 W1 Th1 F1 S2 S2 M2 T2 W2 T2 F2

PP1 D D D D D

PP2 D D D D D

PP3 D D D D D

PP4 D D D D D

PP5 D D D D D

PP6 D D D D D

PP7 D D D D D

PP1: 1 week taken,  2.5 days paid out of 7 
requested days. (total used = 2.5 days)

PP3: 2nd week taken, 2.5 days paid out of 7 
requested days. (total used = 5 days)

PP5: 3rd week taken, 2.5 days paid out of 7 
requested days. (total used = 7.5 days)

PP7: 4th week taken, 2.5 days paid out of 7 
requested days (total used = 10 days).

Unpaid scheduled shifts may be moved 
elsewhere onto the schedule to ensure EFT 
is met if mutually agreed upon. 



Vacation Pay
 Looking at the above schedule, this 0.5 EFT is 

scheduled in its entirety in one week with no 
shifts in the 2nd week.

 The 10 days of vacation pay is to be spread 
equitably throughout the 4 week entitlement 

period.

 It is not expected that all 10 days will be paid in 
2 weeks.



Vacation Pay

 When on this type of a rotation where an employee works one 
week and has the other week off, the employee cannot be 

guaranteed that the manager will not change the rotation and 
that the normally “off” week will remain unscheduled.

 The manager may schedule this week with 4 weeks notice on the 
posted 4 week schedule.

 However, if it doesn’t matter to the employee that this week 
remain  unscheduled or not, the full entitlement can be separated 

and spread throughout the year as allowed through staffing 
requirements.



Employee Transfers out and 
Opening Weeks of Vacation

 Vacation weeks, approved by a manager for an employee who 
transfers or terminates may be made available to staff at the 

discretion of the employer.

 If a large blocked period becomes open and the Manager doesn’t 
allow for re-bidding on that time, please bring it forward to the 

Union so that we may investigate and discuss.

 Usually, a Manager will work off of the original vacation requests 
and ask, in seniority order, if those employees would like this 

time. If nobody is interested then it may be opened to the entire 
unit.



Employee Transfers to a new 
Position

When an employee transfers to a new 
position within the same vacation 

planner/group, she shall be allowed to keep 
her vacation.



Employee Transfers to a new 
Position

 When an employee is offered a new position outside 
of her current vacation planner/group, vacation 
should be discussed and the employee informed 

whether or not she may keep her vacation as planned 
prior to acceptance of the position.

 This notification should be given in writing. CUPE 
suggests that all Members confirm a verbal yes in a 

follow-up email. This also serves as a reminder to the 
manager to revise the departmental vacation planner.



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 1.

A FT employee who is asked by the employer to 
work on a scheduled vacation day will receive 

2x pay and the vacation day is rescheduled on a 
mutually agreed alternate day.



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 2

A FT employee who is asked by the employer to 
work on a non-scheduled vacation day, i.e. 

within the seven day block of vacation will be 
paid 2x as per the normal OT provisions of 

2002(c). 



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 3

A FT employee offers/requests to work on a 
scheduled vacation and is authorized to do so 
will receive 2x pay and the vacation day must 

be rescheduled.



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 4

A FT employee offers/requests to work on a 
non-scheduled vacation day and is authorized 
to do so will receive 2x pay as per the normal 

OT provisions of 2002 (c). 



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 5

A part-time employee who is requested to work 
on a scheduled vacation day shall receive 2x pay 

and the vacation day is rescheduled to a 
mutually agreed alternate day. 



Working While on Vacation

Scenario 6

A part-time employee who is requested to work 
on a non-scheduled vacation will receive 2x pay 

but no vacation day needs to be adjusted 
because it was not a scheduled vacation day.



Working While on Vacation
Scenario 7

A part-time employee who offers/requests to 
work on a scheduled vacation day and is 

authorized to do so will be paid 2x pay and the 
vacation day must be rescheduled.



Working While on Vacation
Scenario 8

A part-time employee who offers/requests to work 
on a non-scheduled vacation will receive normal 
pay and no vacation days need to be adjusted.

 This refers to signing up for available shifts only. 
If the employee hadn’t signed up but verbally 
states that she is available and is then called, 
will be paid at 2x pay without adjusting the 

vacation day.



Working While on Vacation
Scenario 9

If a 0.6 EFT who works only their basic EFT saves 
three days and is then paid for those 3 days, do 
they still have a 4 day block to take even though 

will not have any pay for the four days?

Yes, technically there is a 4 day vacation block that 
they can request (in unpaid time).



Employees Holding a Position in 
Two Units

Terry works PT in Clinic and PT in Records. The 
schedules are:

 Monday – Clinic  
 Tuesday – Clinic
 Wednesdays – day off
 Thursday – Records
 Friday – Records
 Saturday and Sunday – days off



Employees Holding a Position in 
Two Units

 A PT employee can only “sign up” for additional 
shifts on their non-scheduled days, which is 

Wed, Sat & Sun in the above example.

 Terry is on vacation in Clinic but is not on 
vacation in Records.

 Terry signs up for shifts on Wed, Sat or Sun; 
Terry is paid 1 x salary.



Employees Holding a Position in 
Two Units

 Terry is asked by the Employer to work on 
either Wed, Sat or Sun in Records; Terry is 

paid 2x salary because she is on vacation in 
Clinic.

 Monday – Clinic  
 Tuesday – Clinic
 Wednesdays – day off
 Thursday – Records
 Friday – Records
 Saturday and Sunday – days off



Employees Holding a Position in 
Two Units

 Terry is asked by the Employer to work on 
Mon or Tues in Records; Terry is paid 2x 
salary because she is on vacation days in 

Clinic but Clinic DOES NOT need to 
reschedule the vacation days as Terry is not 

working those shifts in Clinic.
 Monday – Clinic  
 Tuesday – Clinic
 Wednesdays – day off
 Thursday – Records
 Friday – Records
 Saturday and Sunday – days off



Employees Holding a Position in 
Two Units

 If Clinic asked Terry to work on the Mon or 
Tues, then Clinic would be obligated to 

reschedule the vacation day.

 Monday – Clinic  
 Tuesday – Clinic
 Wednesdays – day off
 Thursday – Records
 Friday – Records
 Saturday and Sunday – days off



Casuals
 Casuals receive vacation pay on each pay 

deposit as stipulated in Article 3401 (a). 

 Casuals do not accrue vacation time 
entitlement.

 Casuals are not to be included in the 
determination of the number of staff to be 

allowed to be on vacation at one time.



Casuals
 Casuals are not required to submit vacation 

requests.

 Casuals cannot be denied dates submitted as 
“not available”.



Long Service Recognition

 1616: In recognition of length of service, 
each full-time employee shall receive one 

additional week of vacation (5 days) on 
completion of twenty (20) years of 

continuous service, and on each subsequent 
fifth (5th) (i.e. 25th, 30th, 35th, 40th, etc.) 

anniversary of employment. 



Long Service Recognition

 The additional five (5) days shall be granted 
in the vacation year in which the anniversary 

date falls and are not cumulative.

 Part-time employees shall be entitled to a 
pro-rata portion of this benefit.



Long Service Recognition

 An employee will be allowed to schedule her 
long service vacation along with her regular 
vacation during the first period of vacation 

selection. 



Questions?
 If you have any questions, please contact one of 

your Stewards or local Executives.

 If you are reading this from the website, there is 
a feed back option, please contact us there.

 Or, you can email us at 
cupe5362president@gmail.com
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